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Why do we need a strategy for 41 INTERNATIONAL?
Tablers, young and old, is used to change. Adopt, adapt and
improve is our way forward. Our constitution is our foundation
and it gives us our purpose in the world. A strategy will give us
direction and a common understanding of what we need to do,
to fulfill this purpose. We need many years of consistent work
to move forward together in the right direction. Many
succeeding Presidents must follow the strategy and make sure
we keep adapting and improving.
The strategy document is not a “law” but a document giving
guidance to current and future Boards. It will be a topic for
discussion at HYM every year and a platform for the new Board
to make their plan for their year. It will be a major support for
incoming President/board planning their year. Changes to
strategy should be done by the Board, but it should represent a
consensus among the majority of members, especially big
changes.
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The strategy is based on a purpose statement in our constitution. A clear
vision of where we are heading is needed. The vision is not a destination, but
a direction to guide our choices. It like heading for the direction of a certain
star knowing you will never actually reach it.
Our goals are the short-term achievements every Board will work toward as
part of the bigger picture. New Boards should work on their action plans and
revise them as often as needed to move us forward.
I have started to work on a strategy document for the future in a Power Point
format. I will ask for input from Luca and Barry in the weeks to come. I also
want to host some zoom meetings with people who would like to share their
opinion and give advice before a strategy document is presented. The
current international Board will of course be asked to contribute too. The
current draft is based on my own ideas and input from past Presidents, past
plans and all the IROs and Presidents/dignitaries who answered to my
survey.
I look forward to work with the international community in the years to come!

Tom Albrigtsen
Vice President Elect
41 INTERNATIONAL
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SKEET SHOOTING 41 GRIMSTAD, NORWAY
Fun with Skeet shooting 41 Grimstad, Norway.
We are always looking for adventure and fun things to do for the past Tablers. Our Chairman Karsten
Hansen is a passionate hunter and took us all to one of his friends who has made a skeet shooting area.
It is in the forest by a small lake. Wonderful area for us to learn how to target the skeet. When you have
skillful instructors, you can improve your score quickly. In my first round of shooting, I could hit one out of 5
shoots. The last one was 5 out of 5, with some luck. The new club champignon, Jarand Coll, won a Round
Table champagne bottle. We also found time to elect a new Board. Chairman Karsten Hansen, Nils Henriksen
and Geir Oppdal as board members.
Past Tablers like to have fun and be active, and this is something everybody should try.
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INTERNATIONAL (POSTPONED) EVENTS 2020/2021
Here is a list of dates for AGMs that are known and that are taking place or / have
been postponed to next year. International meetings, national AGM, HYM’s and special
events, RTI events and other meetings …

AGM AND HYM DATES
Meeting

Date

Sri Lanka

01-07-2020

01-Jul-20

Denmark

22-08-2020

21 – 23 August 2020

Skorping

India

12-09-2020

Sept 12 2020

India / Vijaywada

Poland

12-09-2020

Sept.,11-13, 2020

Poland/ Gdańsk

Charter Madagascar

02-10-2020

02-10-2020

Madagascar

Cyprus / Nicosia

03-10-2020

2-4 Oct 2020

Belgium/ Tienen

10-10-2020

10-Oct-20

Brussels

Switzerland

31-10-2020

30 oct-1 Nov 2020

Bern

Malta

31-10-2020

30 oct-1 Nov 2020

Portugal

20-03-2021

19-21 March 2021

Portugal/ Porto

GB&I

17-04-2021

15-18 April 2021

in Aviemore (www.aviemore2021.co.uk

Iceland

15-05-2021

15-May-21

Iceland/ Reykjavik

Finland

15-05-2021

15-May-21

Finland/ Vaasa

41 International agm

28-05-2021

27,29 May 2021

Veronna

Norway

28-05-2021

27,29 May 2021

Norway -

Sweden

28-05-2021

27,29 May 2021

Sweden/Jönköping

Italy

05-06-2021

4-6 June 2021

Italy / Ferrara

Germany

19-06-2021

18 to 20 June 2021

Germany / Ingolstadt

Morocco

19-06-2021

18 to 20 June 2021

Casabalanca

Members Country

th

th

AGM Itinerary / City

Austria

26-06-2021

25 to 27 June 2021

Vienna E agm

IPPM 2020 INT PAST PREZ MEET

21-07-2021

July 21, 2021

Liega/ Luttich

South Africa

04-09-2021

3-5 Sept 2021

Zambia / Ndola

11-09-2021

10-12 sept 2021

Chisamba

Hungary / Balatonfüred

09-10-2021

8-10 Oct 2021

Budapest Eger

HYM 41 International

16-10-2021

15 to 17 Oct 2021

Brasov

41 International agm

22-05-2022

20-23 May 2022

Norway -
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The new board of directors of
Club 41 France was
elected! Congratulations to
all members of the board we wish you a successful
and joyful Tabler year.
10.000 TABLER IN THE CLUB 41 INTERNATIONAL 41ER.WORLD
Now you can already find over 10.000 members 41 INTERNATIONAL in 41er.World (Tabler.World) and
receive the communication data. Find friends and contact them easily! Simply in your smartphone,
always reachable.

You can also access up to 15.000 profiles of Round Tabler International and Ladies Circle
International. Side by side! find and be found - now join the 41er.World!

Club 41 members from Austria, Finland, Germany and Sweden are already in - do you want your
country to be part of it? It's easy, fast and cheap - get in touch with us: webmaster@de.41er.world
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EXTENSION REPORT 41 INTERNATIONAL
Dear club-friends!
Since the beginning of the Corona crisis, club life on an international basis has
changed fundamentally. All national AGM's and also the international events were
cancelled. Nevertheless, the contact has intensified through the video conferences which
take place almost weekly.
As IPP it is my task to intensify the contacts to possible new club members. I have
also succeeded in this with Club 41 Senegal. The further efforts with Club 41 Nepal and
Dubai are currently interrupted, but are to be intensified in autumn.
I would like to give you a brief overview of the current 41International situation
regarding new members:
For some years now, the contact to RTI has been very close. There have been two
main reasons for this, namely
- 2014 the completion of the MOU at the IAGM in Cyprus and
- 2018 the foundation of “The Round Table Family” platform at IHYM in Marrakech.
Nevertheless we have to wait until the recently founded RT nations establish themselves
and then become strong 41 nations.
Let's look to Europe!
There are 17 members of 41 International, 6 of these have less than 100 members,
2 more nations with 41s (Luxembourg and France) and 8 RT nations (Bulgaria, Estonia,
Gibraltar, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Monaco, San Marino). These also have less than
100 members each.
Admission interviews are currently being held with Luxembourg and Estonia.
In Asia and Australia / Oceania there are 3 members of 41 International, 4 more
nations with 41s (Nepal, Kuwait, Dubai and New Zealand) and 6 RT nations (Hong Kong,
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Philippines, Russia, Singapore, Bangladesh, Australia). These currently have only one
club each.
Reception talks are currently being held with Nepal and Dubai.
In Africa there are 4 members of 41 Int. as well as Senegal with an already
submitted application for admission. Then 5 more nations with 41s (Kenya, Madagascar,
Botswana, Malawi and Seychelles) and 4 RT nations (Cameroon, Nigeria, Tunisia and
Zambia)
Reception talks are currently being held with Kenya and Madagascar.
In South America there is 1 member of 41 Int. (Suriname) and 1 nation with 41s
namely Brazil and 1 RT nation with Trinidad and Tobago.
In North America there is 1 member of 41 Int. (USA) and 1 nation with 41s namely
Canada.
Reception talks are being held with Canada.
With a bit of luck we can expect applications from Luxembourg, Estonia, Nepal,
Dubai, Kenya, Madagascar and Canada.
As you can see, especially in times of Corona there are many virtual contacts with
friends of 41s worldwide and exciting discussions about the extensions of our 41s family
are being held.
My work is of course only possible with such great support from many countries.
After I will stay for another club year IPP until the IAGM in
Verona on 27.5.-29.5.2021, I would like to ask you to continue
supporting me and our 41 international family.
YiC41
Ulrich Suppan
IPP 2019-2021
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